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findCRA to Lead CRA Roundtable Discussions at the American Bankers Association’s Regulatory Compliance 
Conference  
 
Louisville, KY – findCRA will lead Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) roundtable discussions as a sponsor of the American Bankers 

Association’s Regulatory Compliance Conference beginning June 22nd.  Company representatives will discuss current emerging trends in 

community reinvestment including the evolving regulatory path to CRA modernization, how banks can receive CRA credit for their response 

to the COVID-19 pandemic, and other important topics. 

 

“At findCRA, we seek out ways to keep our bank clients and CRA professionals informed of emerging risks and issues related to managing 

outreach to their communities and how to maximize those efforts for their CRA examinations.  We welcome the opportunity to discuss CRA 

with bankers from around the country and show them how our CRA software tools can make their jobs easier,” said Brian Waters, President, 

COO & Co-Founder of findCRA.  

 

Headquartered in Louisville, KY, findCRA provides banks of all sizes a more efficient way of meeting their CRA regulatory obligations with its 

online research engine that puts CRA first.  The company provides comprehensive, consistent data and instant insights into CRA alignment 

for nonprofits and performance context for every community in the nation.  Its cloud-based software tools – Community Qualifier and 

Contexter – simplify time-consuming CRA research efforts by organizing hundreds of critical data points into an intuitive research engine. 

 

In its 35th year, the American Bankers Association’s Regulatory Compliance Conference is a leading source for the national conversation on 

compliance, bringing together federal banking regulators, subject matter experts, and bank compliance and risk management professionals 

nationally. This year’s three-day virtual conference will be held from June 22nd through June 24th with over 2,000 bankers in attendance.  The 

conference provides a mix of group sessions, regulatory breakouts, and networking opportunities to discuss industry trends, best practices, 

and late-breaking news updates. 

 

 

 


